2023 ASIA PACIFIC CITIES SUMMIT & MAYORS’ FORUM

Brisbane, Australia
11-13 October

SHAPING CITIES FOR OUR FUTURE

apcsummit.org

#2023APCS
Connect, collaborate and co-create with urban leaders at the 14th Asia Pacific Cities Summit (2023APCS) and Mayors’ Forum.

The largest and most diverse gathering of city leaders will come together in Brisbane, offering a global gateway and expanded networks.

Walk away with:

- **insights** on emerging opportunities and world changing ideas on cities
- **connections** to world class keynote speakers, city leaders and high calibre delegates
- **access** to the award-winning APCS network and alumni of more than 550 cities
- **influence** in the conversation on the future of our cities
- **business leads**, commercial outcomes and ongoing business development support.

Join us in Brisbane, visit apcsummit.org

#2023APCS

Scan the QR code for information on speaking and exhibiting opportunities.